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ABSTRACT 

T.e argument, that lead to the x^3 dependence or vaKe vidth ar,d the 

,-2/3 aependence of axial velocity on axial distance in the far tuxhulent | 

v^ are reviewed. Assuming similarity of mean velocity profiles, the jj 

^inant tem. 1» the Kavicr-Sto.es e^tions for turbulent va^e flow are 

used to derive these profiles with the help of Boussineso's and Prandtl'. 

^theses. Ihe resulting profile has the same fon. as in the hetter ^ 

toovn tvo-dimensional case. It is combed vith an assumed Gaussian pro- 

nie and hoth are compered with the Gaussian profile that results in the ;.; 

corresponding laminar case. ^ fom of the eddy viscosity is also oh- . 

tained in the two cases: for the former it is zero on the axis and rises        » 

to a maximum hefore fUllng to zero aeain en the vaXe boundary; ^ereas l 

for a Gaussian profile it is constant across a cross section of the tur- ;. 

„uleat waxe. In addition, the eddy viscosity has an x"^ ..pendence in | 

Doth cases, which is absent in the tvo-dimensional wake. 
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1.    Introduction 

The trails of axi-s^trlc h^rsonlc btot Kodies flyl« thro»* tb. 

■     .t».*«. are at least ^rt.ally turtule„t.   V. expect that the turhulehee 

^ m emcts, .erhaps pronouheed, on their radar and optical ***.. so that 

lt ve vant to »oaltor such hodies.  It .eco.es «jcrt^t for hypersonic flov theory 

to be able to predict these effects. 

At the present, theory has very little to say about these turtulence effects. 

Ve have to consider the non-hc^eneous shear flov of a expressible, che.lc.lly 

reactlns gas.    Statistical theories of turbulence exist only for hcogeneous 

nulds, and even then there are fev results for ccprcsslblc fluids,    On the 

other hand, the se.l-..plrlcal and heuristic procedures that have been devdoped 

tor shear flovs asaln, on the *ole, avoid the ccpresslbl. case.    Neverthdess, 

Bl„ce these s.=l-e.plrlcal procedures are .11 ve have. It Is the ^se of the 

,resent report to revle. the. and to apply the. specifically to the axi-sjn-etrlc 

vaXe.    This Is, In any case, a necessary first step. 

Throughout this report then, ve snail assv«e that ve are dealing vlth a 

contlnuun vlth constant density and constant .olecular viscosity.    At every 

stage ve shall cc^re the turbulent and the U.l«r cases.    W. begin with an 

„.get of »gnitnd. analysis of the teras in the S.v.cr-Stohes e,uaUons.    Assn.- 

ln, the Man flov 1. steady and Independent of the .lethal angle in cylindri.nl 

coordinate. It viU be shovn that the fltctuati« part of the velocity. 

: 
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a   '^ -«i . ^te« t116 equations only through the combination u^, vhere 

the bar denotes time averages and x and r refer to the axial and radial direc- 

tions respectively.    Next ve present the vell-teovn momentum theorem, which 

relates the total drag on the body to an integral of the axial velocity over 

a cross section of the vaXe, and of Which extensive use is made subsequently. 

Some elementary considerations then lead to the conclusion that the width of 

the turbulent vaKe Increases as x^3 and the velocity on the «d. decreases as 

x-2/3 (in the laminar case these dependencies are x1'2 and x'1).    Finally, 

assuming similarity of velocity profiles in the far vake and naMng use of the 

concepts of an eddy viscosity and of Pranltl's mixing length, we derive the 

approximately Gaussian shape of the mean velocity profiles. 

Recently a much more sophisticated analysis of the real hy^rsonic wake, 

r i 
takinß ccmires.lbility into account, has been made by U-es <*& Kromas^]. 

Lees and Kromas make extensive use cf the concept of an eddy viscosity, of 

; similarity-type agruaenU, and of various ferns of the BOfflentua theorem. Their 

[ principal innovation is to treat the more realistic picture cf an inner turbulent 

core surrounded by an outer laminar wake, which in turn is surrounded by the 

chock shape and the undisturbed medium. As the core grows it eventually fills 

! all of the wake, so that asymptoticaUy their picture tends to the picture con- 

sidered here. Their results agree well with ihe shadowgraph data of Slattery ' 

and Clay[6j. 

H. Order Of Magnitude Analysis of the Terns of the tlavier-Stokes Equation 

The Nnvier-Stokes equations and the continuity equation for steady flow 

with constant density and constant molecular viscosity in cylindrical coordinates 

(x, r, ♦) are. 

I 
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^.Vi.-fesf*"^«.-?*?^       (3) 
Dt    r    r 

where «      ^    , ^2 

and 

äu    öu    uw   1 ^ ... 

For l^r^r axl-e^trlc flow we put u# = 0 and ä/* - 0. If ve also replace 

Ux by U + ux vhere U Is the constant Incident velocity of the fluid In the rest 

frame of the body, then for such laminar flow (l) to («0 become, 

^x l?2   +   vY7
2u (5) 

^   .    .i|2   +   vÄ72^.4) ^ 
Dt P or V *T-y 
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where 
a     ^      a2   t i a 

and 

(U + üx) g^ + ur a/ - - p gj " 5i ux   r 5F ^r Ur x; 

.2   u«* (9) 

ür i/- * (" * "x' ST" • " f S " ? 3? (r ur > " S 'urV  r 

o - i- (W' * s « * ? "W (10) 

I      ■   
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ßt   *   x' OX    r dr 

ST + ST + ^ ' 0 

To get the corresponding equations for turbulent flow we write all flow 

variables as the 3U» of a time-averaged and turbulent part, ^ - ^ ♦ u^, etc. 

We again serrate out the constant velocity at infinity by replacing ^ by ü + 

ax (note that this makes Gx negative). We assume that the mean flow is axi- 

siUetrlc, ^ - 0. But it will not in general be true that u; - 0. Since 

the operations of averaging and differentiation commute, we can again put 

a/JW = 0. With these substitutions (l) to («0 become, after averaging, 

^  -  Öax     1 öi   L ^8 - i 5- (r TOT)      (8) 
v 
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SIT   5r    r 
(11) 

vhere an Important simplification has been effected by. dropping all terms involv- 

ing the molecular viscosity in (l), (2), and 0). This Is the first of »any 

assumptions arising from empirical knowledge. The terns involving mean values  . 

of the fluctuating velocity components in (8), (9), and (10), the "turbulent 

stresses/' are Xnown to be several orders of magnitude greater than tba molec- 

ular viscous stresses. The data of Tovnsend [k]   ,  for instance, on the flow 

behind ah infinite cylinder shov thac the mean properties of the vake are inde- 

pendent of Reynolds number for Reynolds numbers R = ^ greater than about 800, 

d being the diameter of the cylinder. This Justifies the neglect of the molec- 

ular viscous stresses. On the other hand, we also know that molecular viscosity 

is the only available mechanism for the final decay of the turbulence. Any 

possible exact treatment of equations (8) to (ll) would therefore be incapable 

of describing the process of dissipation. In fact, of course, equations (8) 

to (11) cannot be solved without making some semiempirical assumptions about 

the form of the turbulent stresses, and these assumptions will Implicitly con- 

tain information on the effects of the molecular viscous stresses as well. 

The analogy between the molecular viscous stresses in equations (l) to (3) 

and the turbulent stresses in equations (8) to (10) is most clearly seen by 

writing the Navier-Stokes equations comjactly in rectangular coordinates. Using 

the summation convention and letting i - 1, 2, 3 refer to x, y, * coordinates, 

the laminar equations are 

aul    ^i    1 dp   1 ^   f*  \ 

a 
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vhere 

and the turbulent equations without terms Involving the molecular viscosity are 

dt 

where 

ft»« p^j 

The laminar equations form a closed system: three equations for three unknowns. 

The turbulent equations involve in addition to u, the six independent components 

of the turbulent stress tensor (rt)i^ If we hope to solve the latter we must 

make some aösumpLions relating (f.). . to the mean velocity or Its gradient. 

To effect an order of magnitude anelyeis of equatlc.üj (0) to (ll) we fol- 

low Hinze [2! and introduce longitudinal and transverse length scales, L and 

Lr> which are distances characteristic of significant changes in the mean flow. 

For wake flow, expecially at high velocities, we assume 

L « L r^* x (12) 

1 
f 

If Ü and 0 are the corresponding longitudinal and transverse velocity scales 

(Ux gives the scale for u^ only, i.e. it does not Include the velocity at infin- 

ity U), then it follows from the continuity equation (ll) that 

U U 
JL^ _* 
L L r x 

nn 1 i-n^ig  —HI   M.1" ' ^>» '"I * ■ ***•»• m*iw HI •**•*. tm  pmmtrm^g^m'^ß   §> > wmw ww-mv, t>" •ti  mmi.mm ' iwm ■P,qM^ppy*|^■'M^" »^^^■lwf■l^lW^'^" 1 r- ■■ —mil!»— rvmut   i| IIHI^H^—^.-W^ 
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to be of the same 
Let v2 be the soale for u;2, ^ 7' ^lch "* a11 a8ßUraed 

order of magnitude (c.f. Townsend [.] for the slightly different case of an . 

infinite cylinder). If correlation coefficients H^ arc defined by 

-        "1 ^3 

Lui UJ J 

then the scale size of H^   in general will be R^ v . 

With these scale sizes the orders of magnitude of the terns in (3) are 

2 
(after multlpljlns throueh hy l.J\ ). 

and tnoaa In (9) are (after multiplying through by L/U^) j 

c* ^ -^?- ^Ti   "i? L' ou ,        f„ "^     i^ PUx        Lr Ux     K 

vhere V4-1?^ 
(Ap) and (Ap)r «re the gross longitudinal and lateral pressure differ- 

ences. 
We now maKe the far va.e assun-ption, which Is that the difference in axial 

velocity on the axis and very far fr« the axis is small,  i.e. 

x ^ 

. 

'^.r^" ^<i—fP iifw 
.)L..       I   i.i.    .^llBMlWiJ   ■■   I   ■■" !■   Ill   II U        I      t' 11 I '■ ,1 I i.   ■«■■  ■—.MMPH-- . _ 
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The data of Tovnsend [U  , p^ain for an infinite cylinder,  bhow that thla leads 

to no   contradiction for axial distances downstream from the body greater than 

about 100 body diameters. 

If we make the further reasonable assumptions that R
rx'-'0(1)* and that 

v2/U a is at most 0(1), then it follows froa (lU) and (12) that U/üx is at most 

of order L/L .    Therefore,  in (15), L.H.S.«   R.H.S., and therefore, the pres- 

sure term on whe R.H.S. of (15) must balance the first turbulence term (vhlch 

represents the second aud fourth terms on the R.H.S. of (9))-    Thus (9) becomes 

1 dp Id/       ,2V ♦ 0, 

vhich upon integration gives 

p/p ♦ u .2 
/^ 

,.2 dr const. (17) 

Differentiating now with respect to x gives :■:■: 

JIM^Ulp-^ dr    -    0 , 

2/.. 2 which shows that the pressure term in (xh) is of order v /U^ , and may therefore 

be neglected In comparison with the second turbulence terms,    ilk) then shows 

that (8) becomes (after dividing through by IT), 

55c   u 
1 o    / r x% (18) 

i 
■ 

■ i 
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This is the equatioa that will be used in. the sequel to derive the mean Eroper- 
». 

ties of the turbulent wake. 
il 

Equation (17) would give Information on the mean pressure distribution if 

suitable assumptions about uj could be Introduced. We also have not yet con- 

sidered equation (10); the order of magnitude analysis of (10) E'ICWB that 

♦r    r ^ T   «/ r- « 1 

i.e., the axial component of the turbulent velocity is much more strongly cor- 

related with the azlmuthal component than is the radial component. This seems 

to suggest that eddies with their axes parallel to the main stream direction 

are less prevalent than eddies with their axes pointing In a radial direction. 

If we make a similar analysis of the equations for the laminar wake, (5), 

(6), (7), then instead of (l8) we get 

ö Ux    ih    .    v    h      x» /iqx 
5^ r = ? är(r 0 s? in • {19) 

■ III. The Momentum Theorem 

■. Tn this section wc closely fcllcv the treatment of Landau and Llfshitz 111 

and write the Navier-Stokes (laminar) equations (i), (2), (3) in rectangular 
lit 

coordinates in the form 
■ 

5p o /   \       Ik 
5xk 

Vaere P.v is the momentum flux density tensor, 
XK 
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(20) 

Now the total momentum transported by the fluid through any closed surface sur- 

rounding the body is equal to the force on the body, F^ 

Fi ' /Plk ^ 
(21) 

Let the closed surface be a cylinder vith axis along the flow axis, its curved 

surface infinitely far avay from the axis, one end upstreaic of the body (vhlch 

ve may picture as a sphere), and the other end across the vakc. As before, 

replace ^ by ^ + u^ where ^ = (U, o, o), the x direction being the flow 

direction, and replace p by P + p, where P is the pressure of the undisturbed 

stream. Making use of the following, 

a) 6   (const.) dA over any closed surface  = 0 

b) *pu dA. = mass flux through closed surface = 0 

c) |ux|«U 

(21) becomes. 
Fl = / i1 

P^ik + PUkUi 

^u.    ^iv 

^ 

The parts of the integral over the curved surface of the cylinder and over the 

upstream end are zero because p = u - 0 there. The drag (i.e. Fx) therefore is 

jj  (p + pUux - ^ g^) dA (22) 

• 

■ 

■—"i1-. i 
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^er. the integral is over a cross section of the vlsccua vake. But inside 

the wake p V<^ P*V and the Vi5C0US ^ " ^ ^^ eXI*Ci*lly ^ 
hißh Reynolds numbers (we are still considering a laminar wake, however). 

Thus the drag becomes 

• IT     =    -MI // u   dA. - rvjjs (23) 

I 
\ 
\ 
■ 

i 

If the vake is turbulent' then all velocities in (20) must be replaced by 

fceaa velocities, .nd the molecular viscous ten» in (20) must be replaced by 

. ^ .    The analysis then goes through as for the laminar wake, and (22) 

becomes 
=    -  /T(p + P'J üx + 2 u^ ) dA . 

■ 

\ 

UYJ  shows that pU ux is aga in the dominant term,  so that 

pU iT^ dA- (2^) 

\ 
r 

In the next section we shall make Immediate use of (23) and (2U). 

IV. The Width of the Wake and the Velocity on the Axis 

A. Laminar Vfke 

Let b(x) be the width of the wake, I.e. assume that at any fixed x ux 

becomes negUgible for r >b(x). Then m the equation for the laminar 

wake, (19), the order of magnitude of the L.H.3. is ux/(x-xo) U, where xo 

is slme virtual origin of the wake (close to the body). The order of mag- 

nltude of the R.H.S. of (19) i« .ux/b
2U2. Equating the two gives. 

1/2     1/2 
b/x) - (g)   U-xo) (25) 

I 

j 
   * 
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Purttwr, frcm the monentua theorem C23) »e haTt 

F PUuxob' 

■_ 

I 
vhere u      is the velocity on the axis, therefore 

XO 

F 

-g ^u XA Ao 
-e   /. . r1 (26) _xo *   (x-x^)'-1-. 

if rt-ull   *        o 

B. Turbulent Wake 

Before any infonnation about the turbulent wake can be extracted fro« 

equation (l8) some assumption relating the turbulent shear stress -pu;u; 

I to the mean velocity must be made. The assumption that is usually made 

| is implied in the teminology that ve have already been using: in analogy 

with the molecular viscous stresses we put, 

• 

       öü (27) 

This is Boussinesq's hypothesis. . is called the dynamic eddy (or turbu- 

I lent) viscosity. In contract to the laminar case we cannot, in general, 

BO on to assume that . is an intrinsic property of the fluid, even for an 

\     ' incompressible fluid. To relate the eddy viscosity in turn to the mean .; 

1  . properties of the flow the usual procedure is to use Prandtl's mixing ^ 

length hypothesis. In analogy to the mean free path of gas molecules this      _# 

introduces the concept of a length i, characteristic of the decay of fluid      ;, 

"particles" (i.e. eddies).» 

* A good discussion of Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis is given by f 

Schlichting (3), P- ^77. :/ 
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We thererore assume, 

r    » / it. 

n 

(28) 

and we make the further reasonable assumption that the mixing length, /, 

is of the same order as the width, b^ of the turbulent wake. 

i   —   b t ' 
(29) 

■  ^ « 

" 

With the three assumptions (27),  (28), (29) the order of magnitud« 

-of the R.H.S. of equation (l8) becomes 

u'u' 
-    2 
Uxo 

and equating this to the order of raagnit 

gives 

xo 
U 

bt(x) 
(30) 

I 

! 

- 

• 

From the momentum theorem (2U) we have 

«t ~ " PU ^xo bt {x) 

Therefore (30) and (31) finally give 
F^     1/3 1/3 

bt(x)~    {-h) (x-x0) 

(31) 

(32) 

"' 
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and 

5 't ^3,    r4'3 

U 

(33) 
u 

O^rm (3=) and (33) vith (») and (26) notica U-t «- toU« 

^e vldens .ore rapide and its »can axla! valccUy faU. off «ora rapldl, 

tHan th. kulant «*.. B.1. « .«- ^adoxfoal, sin.a cne TOuU axpact 

tnat «rtuKnt diaalpatioa, *lch la ao »ach greatar than ^lacna.r vlacou. 

di.aij.tion, would prodJaa a ahortar turbulent .aXa. Actnal^, In ordar 

t„ defln, the "length" of a »Ka ona vould hava to Introduc. ac^a cut-off 

criterion, auch aa »eaauring the vaka only to the point at *loh the v.l. 

«city on the axia haa reached 99* of the Incident atraa« velocity.  Hanc. 

th. remtlva ^nltudea of the coefficient, of the povera of X above ar , 

i.portant. Unfortnnat.3, the theory doea not 6lve any c.luaa aa to thea. 

mtgnitudes. 

It should be mentioned that Lands., and Llfshltz [l] , P- 136, derive 

(32) and (33) by different reasoning without invoXing either Boussines^s 

or Prandtl's hypothesis. Yet another approach is that outlined helow. 

V. M^n Velocity Mstribution in the VaXe 

If ve assu.e that the .ean flow pattern in the far waHe has self-preserving 

for. we can determine what that for« is. Here we follow the procedure of 

Hinze [2] , vho treated the subtly different case of a two d^ensional wa*e. 

lteKe a transformation of equation (l8) from the independent variahles 

(x, r) to the new independent variahles (|, r\),  vhere 

-.■--; 

l   *   x,       and * - s;ix7 

- - . a 

• 

■mm 
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and put 

u u 

xo 

f(n), - ~ | - 
uxo 

h(Tj) 

Thus (18) iJecomes 
db 

f dt    b. ^ v di dn lb dtj 

With the same substitutions the momentum theorem {2k) gives 

2n pU   Dt 'i 
CO 
n 

uV t /  f n dn 

or 

»ta* const. 

•where 

A    = 
2«p U2 

,-1 

f n dn 

iy 

C35J 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

The integral in the momentum theorem is over an infinite plane cross section 

of the wake, but since by (35) the integrand is essentially negligible outside 

the vake r>b+(x), the integration can be taken from 0 tb 1 as in (38). 

Eliminate t fro« (37) end (36) so that (36) may be written In the form 

1.. 

k^\ [h ><] (39) 

i 
1 

Since the L.H.8. of (39) is a function of \ only, and the R.H.S. is a function 

of n only, both sides must equal a constant.    Let 

■V 1 «p —PW^^W Wi       ,■.!■    »»P—viMirr ' wmivmmm'i"    •<** • "" »" HT'1 ■■H n ■n^■>■^fi■^^i^l mftm*ß 11 'Mi  Jufi   ^|i 1 iirT»"'l"WWWi 
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const. 

so tbai. 

t tfc(X)    =    [3K (x-xo)J 
1/3 

(32a) 

I 
1 

1 

and ve have recovered (32) without the use of either Bousslnesq's or PrandtL'* 

hypothesis. 

Froa (39) we also have 

K n f   ■   Ah    . 

With Boussinesq'B hypothesis (2?) we now get 

(UO) 

! 

I 
, 

i 
: 

I 
- 
■ 

i 
I 
1 

r 
i 
I 

h  "  ' Äü üt dn 
(ui) 

and Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis (28) together vith an assumption of the 

same form as (29), 

i    =   ßb t ' 

where ß is a dlmenslonless constant of order unity, gives 

2       1     df 
€  ■ P AUb- Si 

(U2) 

(U3) 

•:■:■:•>: m 

Substituting {hi), (1*2), (»*3) In C+O) gives 

".' • -^»lig (W.) 

■ ■1«, u. ■ ■» .m». .»; .^1 11   l  i. ■   »'■■«.i"  ...p   ..      .11. .■'■  HI  .n .  1, , »»,,,,,   ,.    I,,.III  .M.iS>...,iJ1jf!,(>j|p.IJ,w..,,.i,.,i|iJin...uiiT,w,., „^„t^,,,,,,,,^..,, ,   .„n  
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£,' 

* 
r. 

- 

t ■ 

oT «hldi the solution vltli f » 1 at n » O 1» 

«,) - [i-(-V)1/8.'.3/1 
I 9 ß A J 

(^5) 

The constants A. and K have the dimensions of (length) . Since bt is the 

width of the vakc, i.e. ü«0 for r >bt, ve must have f = 0 vhen r, = 1. Hence 

the constant in (^5) is given hy 

(-Ar-)   -1 
9ßA 

and (^5) hecomes 

f 00 H'] 

ih6) 

m 

i 
■   ■ 

■ 

Furtheraore, using (U?) in (38) gives, with (U7), 

■ 

A   .   EJt     #   K   =   70 ß2 A- 
9 ^pyS artpiT 

(W) 

so that ß remains as a single undetermined constant.    The previous result (33) 

can be recovered from (35), (37), and (U8), 

u xo 
U 

1/. 't 1/3      r2/3 

I f Jo ^ 1/3 (-nj)     ^V 

Pt   ^ -2/3 
=   - 0.2U8 (—~)       (x-x ) 

ßpir 
(33a) 

—•u«jr**--»»M'.. . ■    • Tans« a&^sv   .   ;   ;^ j| 

■ •" <■ . )    "iw^—1^ ■^^—^■^^fw^i^.TJ'^'''^ i,t;Ti mnmf* ■ !wwP LH.W . »WJOKS*...!.. ^ 1. i»wy».»n»^J w -wmmi |i|     '|_ piiJj..  II-. ^yi" 
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and ve also ha^e froo (35(, (32a) ani <»H), 

r .2   1/2    3 1/21 

r " IT [   210 ß^       0   J 
(^9) 

and from (1*3), (32a), and (U8), 

-1/3 1/2   3/2 

§ , 3 ß2A [3K (x-xo)]   1   (^  > 
(50) 

^us accords to (U9) and (50) ^ has a shape at any cross section of the vate 

vhich is close to Gaussian, but vith a v.ll-defined boundary (, - l). vheveaa 

.i - „„-I on the boundary and has a maximum 
the eddy viscosity e is zero on the axis and on the ooun  jr 

at « - 1/3  In contrast to the iwü-di^lonul CW« '-«fttcd br Hinze [2] (and 

^ -1/3 
most others) € also depends on x, falling off as x   . 

To compare the turbulent vaKe vith a l^lnar one consider equation (19) 

for the laminar vaXe. Without further hypotheses it Is easy to verily that 

u,r     M       f   Ur2  1 
r - j^ci exp L" rr^rrj 

(51) 

is a solution. The momentum theorem (23) again serve« 

of integration N, 

to determine the constant 

N * Etpüv 
(52) 

.,„„ o«oin recover the previous order of magni- 
Just as for the turbulent case we can again recover w v 

tude results (25) and (26) frcn (51), i.e. 

I 
^ - • 
A«, 

'■■j-nw^ MI w tt mm   \\\mmw*\».'m m*m .*nm.u.jvm       i I^II  I -,  in .■ .an m'V ••'.'•   '- »■ ■■  !...,.. mm r ^r^■^W^l»1^^^ "■ 
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and. 

.~.„«r.f-inl form for u does not yield a well- In this case, however, since an exponential lorm ior ux 

I defined boundary, b(x) has to he redefined: in (25a) ve have implicitly defined 

I h(x) as the radius of the wake at \ of the central maximum. (51) for the laminar 

I vake can then be compared with M  for the turbulent «iHe. 

[ Does the non-Gaussian shape M of the turbulent wake have any real eignifi- 

[ cance? It is certainly true tbat real turbulence cannot always extend indefi- 

[ „itely in a transverse direction as a Gaussian shape would imply, i.e. at «uf- 

\ ficient distance from the axis the flow will at times definitely be laminar. 

\ On the other hand, there is no difference from the experimental point of view 

f between fluctuations of zero anplitude and fluctuations of an amplitude too 

I ßmaii to be detected. An alternative procedure would therefore be to aseumed 

boldly from the start that the turbulent mean velocity has a Russian shape. 

; Townsend's data for the two-d^euslonal wake certainly Justify this procedure. 

I ' This inductive approach is essentially that due to Beichardt (see Hinze [a], 

Ch. 5 and 6). 

I  ' Thus we assume similanty of velocity profiles as before. (3'0 and (35). 
r 

and therefore derive (32a) and {hO)  again. We then put 
■• 

I !x    mtM   m   exp tf] (53) 
^xo 

I 

,,,.■,,—»m .n»....!.!,. »H •imn'-m, ,.<  .■^.■.■.»-..■'Miiii..i.,..,.lnW.li    .,1,1,,    ,1 it,,,.,^^.^,.. .„.„„w.,.....,,,.......»..,. ..1..., ,     ..Mi.,»,.».,, j,............. ,.,..,, • 

* 

U k*pJv o 

\ 
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where b In (3«0 nov means that half-vldth at |-of the central Baximua as la 

the laminar case. Instead of (^8) we now ohtain 

»    2e_  Ft     - 2 (5^) 

e-1 
2npU 2Äpl 

and K remains as a disposable constant (together with xo, the virtual origin of 

the vake). 

We can now determine what (53) inplles about the eddy viscosity (for which 

ve have no real need, however). Substituting (53) into (U0), and then using 

('»1) to eliminate h(Tj) gives 

1/3 

Ü " %) (x-xo) 
■1/3 

(55) 

r 

■ 

! 

Thus in this model the eddy viecosity is constant across a cross section of 

the wake, which fits the experimental data much better than expression (50). 

-lA We still have the x   'J dependence of €. 

Finally we may remark that the agreement with experiment of the profile 

(53) can be considerably improved by Introducing the ecpirlcal concept of an 

intermlttency factor,«, the ratio between the time during which turbulence 

occurs at a given point and the total characteristic flew time-    0 takes account 

of the fluctuating nature of the turbulent wake boundary (which in a real case 

nay even momentarily touch the axis),    n  Itself has an approximately Gaussian 

shape.    Its effect is to flatten the  Inner part of the velocity profile (53) 

and to stoe^n the outer part (see Hlnze  |2J   , Cn    6). 

j 
! 

>.*W«.^M»WtM* Mtf, --  . 

**"!ww*M'w*.   ■4f-" mm ■PI-« ,,..^ 
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